It is well known that L k,:r (V) are normal subgroups of L r (V) and 
In general, M(r) can be presented as a formal upper triangular matrix whose elements are multilinear mappings:
Comparing (5) with (2) .we can see that
where the composits of mappings replaces the usual multiplying of elements. (6) shows that the mapping r--M(r) is an infective homomorphism of Hom(V,V) onto End(V). Thus it is a canonical isomorphism of L r (V) onto Aut(V).
This also means that I^iV) is isomorphic to a subgroup r of the general linear group GL(V). This subgroup will be denoted by GL r (Vi. ^The above matrix representation of L r (V) allows to derive the bracket operation in the Lie algebra of this group directly from that in the matrix Lie algebra gl(V). One can easily check that the operation for single factors of elements from Lie L r (V) coincides with the standard bracket composition of multilinear mappings.
We have, namely, Lie L r (V) = Hom(V,V) (as the underlying set) and for any aeHom(V,V) and ^eHomlVjV) (k,l^r) there is we can rewrite (7) in a shorter form (7) cx, /3 J = cx, ® ¡6 -/3 ® « .
In the sequal we shall denote LieL 
with the bracket operation determined by (7) . Let h be a subalgebra of gl(V). It naturally induces a ' r prolonged Lie algebra, which will be denoted by Lie h, such that and Lie r sl(V), geometrically, is the isotropy algebra of r--jjets of all infinitesimal volume preserving transformations.
As to details we shall refer to [6] .
Let G be a subroup of GL(V). G operates on Hom(V) by the adjoint transformations ad(a), a £G. This operation caa be naturally extended to spaces Hom(S^ÍV),V) and, consequently, to the whole space Hom($,V). Retaining the notation "ad(a)", we shall have: The latter is clear if we realize that ad(a) is the standard operation of G in tensor spaces and that the composition (8) /I p By assumption ad(a) cx belongs to h ' , so, applying (11),we conclude from (13) that ad(a)expcx is in h r , q.e.d.
Coroilary.
If h is invariant under G, then there is a morphism (14) ad: G -~Aut(h r ) ;z--ad(a)r.
